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AN ARCHITECTURE FOR IDENTIFYING OBJECTS IN MULTIDATABASES * 

Victor M. Markowitz 

Infonnation and Computing Sciences Division 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 

1 Cyclotron Road, Berkeley, CA 94720 

ABSTRACf 

A multidatabase consists of a collection of independent 
databases that share and exchange data while preserving 
their autonomy. Databases contain data about objects and 
object connections. In this paper we examine the problem 
of sharing data on objects in a multidatabase, and present 
an architecture for identifying and referencing objects 
across databases of a relational multidatabase. This archi
tecture involves associating every database of a relational 
multidatabase with two relations that contain the 
identifiers of local and foreign objects, respectively, and 
enforcing inner and inter database referential integrity 
constraints. The proposed architecture has no effect on the 
original organization and manipulation of data in data
bases. We examine the main aspects of implementing this 
architecture with relational database management systems. 

1. INTRODUCfiON 

Database management systems provide mechanisms for 
accessing and manipulating data created by autonomous 
applications. The employment of such systems implies 
organizing data in centralized databases shared by multi
ple applications, thus requiring every application to have a 
centralized and homogeneous view of data. Different 
homogeneous databases may contain related or even over
lapping data, and can be characterized by various degrees 
of heterogeneity: they usually have different schemas, are 
distributed among different sites, and are implemented 
using different database management systems. The main 

* Issued as technical repon LBL-29518. This work was supponed 
by the Office of Health and Envirorunental Research Program and the 
Applied Mathematical Sciences Research Program, of the Office of 
Energy Research, U.S. Depanment of Energy, under Contract DE
AC03-76SF00098. 
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problem of providing shared access to multiple hetero
geneous databases consists of preserving the autonomy of 
databases, that is, ensuring their (i) design autonomy, by 
allowing databases to keep their own data model and sche
mas; (ii) communication autonomy, by allowing databases 
to decide the extent of data exchanged with other data
bases; and (iii) execution autonomy, by allowing databases 
to decide the time and the plan for executing requests from 
other databases (see [1], [15]). 

A collection of independent databases that 
cooperate in sharing data while preserving their autonomy 
is called a multidatabase [7]. A multidatabase system 
needs mechanisms for: (i) providing every database with a 
global (integrated) view of the multidatabase; (ii) support
ing the exchange of data between databases in the multida
tabase; and (iii) maintaining the integrity of shared data in 
the multidatabase. Providing a global view of a multidata
base involves solving the (virtual) schema integration 
problem [1], and is accompanied by the creation of a 
meta-multidatabase (also called federated dictionary [4]) 
that contains information describing the correspondences 
and mappings between the databases of the multidatabase 
system. Data exchange in a multidatabase requires some 
form of cooperation for processing transactions and 
queries [1], and involves providing every database with a 
mechanism supporting the specification of multidatabase 
queries and having the capability of displaying the results 
of these queries in the specific (local) way of the database. 
Architectures of such mechanisms are described in [4] and 
[14]. In this paper we refer to the third mechanism men
tioned above, that maintains the integrity of shared data in 
a multidatabase. 

Databases contain data about objects and object 
connections. Since databases in a multidatabase preserve 
their autonomy in structuring and manipulating data, 
objects in different databases of a multidatabase can be 
represented and identified differently. Identification 
differences are especially problematic in relational multi
databases where objects are represented by relation tuples, 
object connections are represented by references between 



tuples. and the identity of objects is represented by (pri
mary and foreign) key values; tuple references are 
enforced in relational databases by referential integrity 
constraints [3]. 

We present in this paper an architecture for identify
ing and referencing objects across databases of a relational 
multidatabase. This architectme involves associating 
every database of the multidatabase with two relations 
consisting of identifiers for the local and foreign objects. 
respectively; the integrity of data in these relations is 
maintained by enforcing several inner and inter database 
referential integrity constraints. We show that this archi
tecture preserves the autonomy of the databases in the 
multidatabase. that is. has no effect on the original organi
zation and manipulation of data in these databases We 
examine the main aspects of implementing this architec
ture with a relational database management . system 
(RDBMS) in general. and with the Sybase and Ingres 
RDBMSs in particular. 

Sharing objects in an object-oriented multidatabase 
is one of the main goals of the DOOM system presented in 
[9]. Unlike the architecture proposed in this paper. DOOM 
assumes that all objects are homogeneously identified by 
object identifiers. and does not address the problem of 
maintaining the integrity of shared objects. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In sec
tion 2 we brieft y review the relational concepts used in this 
paper. In section 3 we define the relations needed for 
identifying and referencing objects in a relational multida
tabase. The referential integrity constraints that must be 
enforced for maintaining the integrity of data in these rela
tions are defined in section 4. The implementation of the 
proposed architecture with an RDBMS is discussed in sec
tion 5. We conclude the paper with a summary. 

2. PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS 

We review briefty below the relational concepts used in 
this paper; details can be found in any textbook. such as 
[10]. We denote by t a tuple and by t [W] the subtuple of 
t corresponding to the attributes of W. 

A relaJional schema RS is a pair (R , a), where R is 
a set of relation-schemes and A is a set of dependencies 

. over R. We consider relational schemas with a= F u I, 
where F and I denote sets of functional dependencies and 
inclusion dependencies, respectively. A relaJion-scheme is 
a named set of attributes, R; (X;). where R; is the relation
scheme name and X; denotes the set of attributes. Every 
attribute is assigned a domain , and every relation-scheme, 
R; (X;), is assigned a relation (value), r;. Two attributes 
arc said to be compatible if they arc associated with the 
same domain, and attribute sets X and Y are said to be 
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compatible iff there exists a one-to-one correspondence of 
compatible attributes between X and Y. Two (sub)tuples 
t [X] and t • [Y] are said to be compatible iff attribute sets 
X and Y are compatible. 

Let R;(X;) be a relation-scheme associated with 
relation r;. Tile total projection of r; on a subset W of X; 
is denoted n:.!.w (r; ). and is equal to ( t [W ]It e r; and 
t [W] consists only of non-null values}. 

Let R; (X;) be a relation-scheme associated with 
relation r;. A functional dependency over R; is a state
ment of the form R;: Y ~z. where Y and Z are subsets of 
X;; R;: Y ~Z is saJisfied by r; iff for any two tuples of r; , 
t and t'. t[Y] = t' [Y] implies t [Z] = t' [Z]. A key asso
ciated with R; is a subset of X;. K;. such that R; : K; ~X; 
is satisfied by any relation r; associated with R; and there 
does not exist any proper subset of K; having this pro
perty. A relation-scheme can be associated with several 
candidaJe keys from which one primary-key is chosen. 

Let R;(X;) and Ri(Xi) be two relation-schemes 
associated with relations r; and ri, respectively. An inclu
sion dependency is a statement of the form R; [Y] c R i [Z], 
where Y and Z are compatible subsets of X; and Xi, 
respectively; R; [Y] c R i [Z] is satisfied by r; and ri iff 
n:.l.y (r;) c n:,l,z (rj)- If Z is the primary-key of Ri then 

R; [Y] c R i [Z] is said to be key -based, and Y is called a 
foreign-key of R;. Key-based inclusion dependencies are 
usually called referential integrity constraints [3]. 

Let RS be a relational schema involving a set of 
referential integrity constraints, I. The referential integrity 
{directed) graph associated with RS, G1 = (V. H), is 
defined as follows: V =R, and H = {R;-+Ri I 
R;[Y] cRi[Z] e 1}. A set of referential integrity con
straints I is said to be acyclic iff G 1 does not have 
directed cycles. 

A referential integrity constraint R;[Y] cRi[Ki] is 
associated with an insert-rule, a delete-rule and an 
update-rule [3]. There is a unique insert-rule. restricted, 
which asserts that inserting a ruple t into r; can be per
formed only if the tuple of ri referenced by t already 
exists. Tile delete and update rules define the effect of 
deleting (resp. updating the primary-key value in) a tuple 
t' of ri : a restricted delete (resp. update) rule asserts that 
the deletion (resp. update) of t I cannot be perfonned if 
there exist tuples in r; referencing t I ; a cascades delete 
(resp. update) rule asserts that the deletion (resp. update) 
oft' implies deleting (resp. updating the subtuple t [Y] in) 
the tuples of r; referencing t'; and a nullifies delete (resp. 
update) rule asserts that the deletion (resp. update) of t' 
implies setting to null the subtuple 1 [Y] in all the tuples t 
of ri referencing t' . 

lri 
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3. LocAL AND FOREIGN 0BJECI'S 

We consider in this paper relational databases associated 
with schemas consisting of relation-schemes, key depen
dencies, and referential integrity constraints. Such sche
mas can represent object-oriented schemas, such as 
extended entity-relationship (EER) schemas (see [11], 
[13]). In relational databases sets of objects are 
represented by relations, and objects are represented by 
tuples and are identified by primary-key values. For the 
sake of simplicity we consider relational databases associ
ated with acyclic sets of referential integrity constraints, 
and in which every relation represents a unique set of 
objects (i.e. a relation cannot represent multiple hetero
geneous sets of objects). Note that these assumptions do 
not restrict the capability of relational schemas to 
represent object-oriented structures [13]. 

We asswne that the information regarding a data
base definition (e.g. relation and attribute names, the struc
ture of relations, the domains associated with the attri
butes, etc) is kept in a metadatabase organized as a rela
tional database. For example, relation RELATIONS in 
figure 1 is a metadatabase relation containing the names of 
the relations in the underlying database. Furthermore, we 
asswne that the information regarding correspondences 
and mappings between databases in a multidatabase is 
stored in a meta-multidalabase (called federated diction
ary in [4]), which is also organized as a relational database 
(e.g. see the meta-multidatabase shown in figure 1). 

Let r be a relational database involved in a multida
tabase. The pwpose of the local-objects and foreign
objects relations defined in this section is to list the 
identifiers of all the (local) objects represented in r, 
respectively all the (foreign) objects referenced in r and 
represented in other databases of the multidatabase. A 
simple example of local-objects and foreign-objects rela
tions is shown in figure 1. 

3.1 Object Identifiers in Relational Databases. 

As mentioned above, objects in relational databases are 
represented by tuples and are identified by primary-key 
values. ln addition to identifying objects, however, 
primary-key values in relational databases also describe 
(i.e. represent attributes of) objects. As object descriptors, 
primary-key values can be subjected to updates. Con
versely, as object identifiers, updates of primary-keys are 
not desirable because they cause discontinuities in the 
identification of objects [6], and because they can have 
side-effects, that is, they can require updates of other 
tuples in order to maintain the referential integrity con
straints. In a multidatabasc environment the side-effects of 
updating a primary-key are amplified if primary-keys in a 
database arc referenced from other databases. 
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In order to avoid the problems mentioned above, 
Codd has proposed in [2] using surrogates as object 
identifiers (OIDs) in relational databases (see also [6] and 
[11] for detailed discussions on the desirability of using 
surrogates as OIDs in relational databases); surrogates 
carry no information. and users can cause their deletion or 
generation. but cannot update them. 

Let RS be a relational schema. and let r be a data
base associated with RS . A relation of r is called a source 
relation if it does not represent a subset of objects 
represented in another relation of r. In terms of an 
object-oriented schema. a source relation represents the 
most generic set of objects of a given type. Assuming that 
the object structure represented by RS is known t, surro
gate OIDs can be assigned in r as follows: (i) each tuple 
in a source relation of r is assigned a globally unique sur
rogate, and (ii) each tuple t in a relation r; of r that 
represents a subset of objects represented in another rela
tion of r, ri. is assigned the surrogate previously assigned 
to the tuple of ri referenced by t. 

For example, suppose that a database includes two 
relations, named PERSON and EMPLOYEE, respectively, 
and that relation EMPLOYEE represents a subset of the 
objects represented in relation PERSON, while the objects 
represented in PERSON are not a subset of objects 
represented in another relation. If in this database an 
object (pel-son) is represented by two tuples, t and t', 
belonging to relations PERSON and EMPLOYEE, respec
tively, then according to the assignment above tuples t and 
t' are associated with the same surrogate OlD. 

3.2 Local-Objects Relation. 

The local-objects relation defined below lists the 
identifiers of all the (local) objects that are represented in a 
database of a multidatabase, and that can be referenced 
from other databases of the multidatabase. 

In order to avoid the side-effects of primary-key 
attribute updates, the object references across databases in 
a multidatabase should employ surrogate OIDs. However, 
nwnerous existing relational databases are not using surro
gate OIDs, mainly because surrogates are not directly sup
ported by most commercial relational database manage
ment systems. For such databases surrogate OIDs can be 
generated as described above. Since the structure and 
content of databases in a multidatabasc must be preserved, 
surrogate OIDs cannot be added to existing tuples of these 
databases, and therefore are stored in metadatabases in 
special local-objects relations. 

t The object structure can be identified employing techniques such 
as that described in [ 11 ). 



Definition 3.1. Let r be a database of a multidatabase. 
The metadataba-;e of r is extended with a local-objects 
relation named L_OBJECTS and associated with three attri
butes. L_OID. Key. and InRelation. respectively (see figure 
1). Each tuple of the local-objects relation corresponds to 

Metadatabase MDBl : 

RELATIONS L_OBJECTS 

L_OID Key InRelation 
... . . . ... ; #1 111-11,1111 PERSON 
... . .. ... 

F_OBJECTS 

F_OID L_OID InRelalion 
... . .. ... 
@I #I MDB2 .L_OBJECI'S 
... . .. ... 

Database DBl: 
PERSON 

SSN 

111-11-1111 

Metadatabase MDB2: 

RELATIONS L_OBJECTS 

; LOID Key InRelation 
... ... ... 
@1 John Doe PERSON 
... ... . .. 

F_OBJECTS 

F_OID L_OID InRelation 
... . .. ... 
#1 @1 MDBJ.L_OBJECI'S 
... ... . .. 

Database DB2: 
PERSON 

First_Name Last_Name 
... ... 

John Doe 
.. . ... 

Meta--Multidatabase : 
LO_RELATIONS 

.----------., 
Name 

MDBJ.L_OBJECTS 

MDB2. L_ OBJECTS 

Figure I. Local-Objects and Foreign-Objects Relations. 
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an object represented by a tuple t in a source relation of r. 
and includes a surrogate OlD (the value for attribute 
L_OID). the primary-key value of 1 (the value for attribute 
Key). and the name of the source relation in which t 
appears (the value for attribute InRelation). • 

Primary-keys associated with different relations in a 
relational database have usually different structures. 
therefore primary-key values appear in the local-objects 
relation converted to a common format: every primary-key 
attribute value is converted into a string of characters, and 
the strings corresponding to a primary-key value are con
catenated. Associating object identifiers in a local-objects 
relation with the names of source relations ensures that 
every OlD appears exactly once in the local-objects rela
tion. Consequently. attribute L_OID can be specified as 
the primary-key of the local-objects relation. 

3.3 Foreign Objects Relation. 

While the purpose of the local-objects relation defined 
above is to list the identifiers of the objects represented in 
a database r. the purpose of the foreign-objects relation 

_ • associated with r is twofold: (i) to list the identifiers of 
(foreign) objects that are represented in other databases of 
the multidatabase and are referenced in r. and (ii) to allow 
the specification of equivalence relationships between 
local and foreign objects. 

Definition 3.2. Let r be a database of a multidatabase. 
The metadatabase of r is extended with a foreign-objects 
relation named F _OBJECfS and associated with three attri
butes. F _OlD. L_OID, and InRelation. respectively (see 
figure 1). where attribute L_OID is allowed to have null 
values. Each tuple of the foreign-objects relation 
corresponds to a foreign object that is represented as a 
local object in another (foreign) database of the multidata
base (i.e. listed in the local-objects relation of that foreign 
database). and includes the surrogate OID of the foreign 
object (the value for attribute F _OlD), the name of the 
(foreign) local-objects relation in which the foreign object 
appears (the value for attribute InRelation). and possibly 
the surrogate OlD of a (local) object represented in the 
local-objects relation associated with r (the value for attri
bute L_OID). • 

Associating the OlD of a foreign object with the 
OlD of a local object in the foreign-objects relation allows 
defining an equivalence relationship between local and 
foreign objects. If such a relationship is not defined for a 
foreign object, then the value of the L_OID attribute in the 
corresponding tuple of the foreign-objects relation is null. 
In the multidatabase shown in figure 1, for example, the 
persons identified in databases DB l and 082 by OIDs #I 
and @I, respectively, are specified as being equivalent in 

'" 



the foreign-objects relations belonging to metadatabases 
MDB 1 and MDB2. 

We assume that in a multidatabase an object cannot 
be represented in more than one local-objects relations, 
that is. that an object can be local to a unique database in a 
multidatabase. Accordingly,· the OlD of a foreign object 
appears at most once in a foreign-objects relation, and 
therefore auribute F _om can be specified as the primary
key of the foreign-objects relation. 

The information on local-objects and foreign
objects relations (e.g. their names and suucture) is kept in 
a meta-multidatabase. In the multidatabase example 
shown in figure 1, for instance, LO_RELATIONS is a 
meta-multidatabase relation containing the names of the 
local-objects relations associated with the databases in the 
multi database. 

4. REFERENTIAL INTEGRITY CONSTRAINI'S 

In this section we define the referential integrity con
straints that must be enforced in order to maintain the con
sistency .of data in local-objects and foreign-objects rela
tions. 

4.1 Variable Foreign-Relation ReCerential Integrity. 

Referential integrity constraints are inter-relation depen
dencies specified by associating afordgn-lt:ey in a relation 
with the primary-key of another (foreign) relation. For a 
given foreign-key in a relation r; the foreign-relation is 
considered to be fixed and identical for all the tuples in r; 
[3]. In addition to this concept of referential integrity, data 
in local-objects and foreign-objects relations must satisfy a 
different fonn of referential integrity constraint involving 
foreign-keys associated with variable, rather than fixed, 
foreign-relations. The foreign-key of a relation r; involved 
in such a referential integrity constraint is associated with 
a foreign-relation atuibute; then in every tuple 1 of r; the 
foreign-key value must match a primary-key value in the 
relation indicated by the foreign-relation attribute value in 
t. 

Definition 4.L Let R;(X;) be a relation-scheme associ
ated with relation r;. A variable foreign-relation referen
tial integrity constraint is a statement of the fonn 
R; [Y] ~ R; [A]. where Y is a subset of X; and A is a 
(foreign-relation) attribute belonging to X;; 
R; [Y] ~ R; [A] is satisfied by r; iff for every tuple t of r; 
the following condition is satisfied: there exists a tuple t' 
in ri such that t[Y] = p( t' [Z]), whereRi := t[A], Ri(Xi) 
is the relation-scheme associated with ri , Z is the 
primary-key associated with R i, and p is a conversion 
function associated with Z that converts tuples (such as 
1' [Z l) into tuples compatible with the subtuples of r; 
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corresponding to the attributes of Y (such as t [Y]). • 

Consider, for example, relation F _OBJECI'S of meta
database MOB 1 in figure 1. In order to ensure that in every 
tuple t of relation F _OBJECTS the value of attribute F _OlD 
(e.g @1) matches a primary-key value in the relation 
whose name is the value of attribute InRelation in t (e.g. 
MDB2 • L OBJECI'S), the following variable foreign
relation referential integrity constraint must be enforced: 
F _OBJECTS [F _OlD] ~ F _OBJECI'S [InRelation]. where 
the conversion functions associated with primary-keys of 
relations whose names appear as values of attribute InRe
lation in F _OBJECfS, are identity functions. 

4.2 Foreign Keys in the Local-Objects Relation. 

A local-objects relation is associated with two foreign
keys. as defined below. 

Definition 4.2. Let L_OBJECTS be a local-objects rela
tion specified as in definition 3.1. The local-objects rela
tion is associated with two foreign-keys consisting of attri
butes Key and InRelation. respectively, involved in the 
following referential integrity constraints: 

1. L_OBJECI'S[InRelation] C: RELATIONS[Name], 
where RELATIONS belongs to the same metadata
base as relation L_OBJECTS, and contains the names 
of all the relations belonging to the underlying data
base; this referential integrity constraint is associ
ated with a restricted insert-rule, a cascades 
delete-rule, and a cascades update-rule. 

2. L_OBJECI'S[Key] ~ L_OBJEcrS[InRelation], 
where the values of attribute InRelation in relation 
L_OBJECrS are names of relations belonging to the 
underlying database, and the conversion functions 
associated with the primary-keys of these database 
relations are concatenation functions; this referential 
integrity constraint is associated with a restricted 
insert-rule, a cascades delete-rule, and a cascades 
update-rule. • 

The first referential integrity constraint defined 
above ensures that each relation name appearing in the 
local-objects relation is the name of a relation belonging to 
the underlying database. The delete-rule implies that once 
a relation r; is deleted from a database r (and conse
quently the name of r; is deleted from the metadatabase 
associated with r ), the OIDs of objects represented in r; 
are deleted from the local~bjects relation associated with 
r. The update-rule implies that renarnings of relations in a 
database r are reflected in (i.e. propagated to) the local
objects relation associated with r . 

The second (variable foreign-relation) referential 
integrity constraint defined above ensures that each 



converted primary-key value in the local-objects relation 
references a primary-key value appearing in some source 
relation of the underlying database. The delete-rule 
implies that once a blple t is deleted from a source relation 
of a database r. the OlD associated with t is deleted from 
the local-objects relation associated with r. The update
rule implies that updates of primary-key values in source 
relations of a database r are reflected in (i.e. propagated 
to) the local-objects relation associated with r. 

Note that the rules associated with the referential 
integrity constraints defined above ensure that data mani
pulations in a database r of a multidatabase are not 
affected by the association with r of a local-objects rela
tion and a foreign-objects relation. Conversely, different 
delete and update rules would affect such data manipula
tions; thus. for example, restricted delete-rules would 
block the deletion of dataN!se tuples that are referenced 
from a local-objects relation. 

4.3 Foreign Keys in the Foreign-Objects Relation. 

A foreign-objects relation is associated with three 
foreign-keys, as defined below. 

Definition 4.3. Let F _OBJECTS be a foreign-objects rela
tion specified as in definition 3.2. The foreign-objects rela
tion is associated with three foreign-keys consisting of 
attributes F _om, L_OID, and InRelation, respectively, 
involved in the following referential integrity conslraints: 

l. F _OBJECTS[L_OID] C: L_OBJECTS[L_OID], where 
L_OBJECTS is the local-objects relation belonging 
to the same metadatabase as relation F _OBJECfS, 
and contains OIDs of (local) objects represented in 
the underlying database; this referential integrity 
constraint is associated with a restricted insert-rule, 
a nullifies delete-rule, and a cascades update-rule. 

2. F _OBJEcrS[InRelation] C: LO_RELATIONS[Name], 
where LO_REI..ATIONS belongs to the meta
multidatabase, and contains the names of all the 
local-objects relations associated with the databases 
of the multidatabase; this referential integrity con
straint is associated with a restricted insert-rule, a 
cascades delete-rule, and a cascades update-rule. 

3. F _OBJECTS[F _OlD] ~ F _OBJECTS[InRelation], 
where the values of attribute InRelation in relation 
F _OBJECfS are names of local-objects relations 
associated with other (foreign) databases in the mul
tidatabase, and the conversion functions associated 
with the primary-keys of these local-objects rela
tions are identity fWlctions; this referential integrity 
constraint is associated with a restricted insert-rule, 
a cascades delete-rule, and a cascades update-rule. 

• 
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The first referential integrity constraint defined 
above ensures that the OlD of a local object appearing in a 
foreign-objects relation associated with a database r, 
appears in the local-objects relation associated with r. 
The delete-rule implies that once an OlD is deleted from 
the local-objects relation associated with a database r, the 
corresponding OlD in the foreign-objects relation associ
ated with r turns to null; this rule ensures that the OlD of 
a foreign object associated with a nullified OlD of a local 
object can still be referenced in r. The update-rule 
implies that updates of OIDs in the local-objects relation 
associated with a database r. are reflected in the foreign
objects relation associated with r . 

The second referential integrity constraint defined 
above ensures that each relation name appearing in the 
foreign-objects relation is the name of a local-object rela
tion associated with another (foreign) database of the mul
tidarabase. The delete-rule implies that once a local
objects relation associated with a database r is deleted. the 
OIDs appearing in that local-objects relation are deleted 
from alllhe foreign-objects relations associated with other 
databases of the multidatabase. The update-rule implies 
that renamings of local-objects relations in a multidatabase 
are reflected in (i.e. propagated to) the appropriate 
foreign-objects relations in the multidatabase. 

The third {variable foreign-relation) referential 
integrity conslraint defined above ensures that the OID of 
a foreign object appearing in the foreign-objects relation 
associated wilh a database r, appears in a local-objects 
relation associated wilh another (foreign) database of the 
multidatabase. The delete-rule implies that once an OlD 
is deleted from the local-objects relation associated with a 
database r. lhe corresponding OIDs are deleted from lhe 
foreign-objects relations associated with olher databases in 
the multidatabase. The update-rule implies that updates of 
OIDs in the local-objects relation associated with a data
base r are reflected in (i.e. propagated to) lhe foreign
objects relations associated with other databases of the 
multi database. 

4.4 Referencing Foreign Objects in a Multidatabase. 

Foreign object OIDs that are listed in the foreign-objects 
relation associated wilh a database r of a multidatabase, 
can be referenced in any relation r; of r as follows: 

(i) !he relation-scheme associated with r;, R; (Xi), must be 
extended with a foreign-key attribute A compatible 
with the foreign OID attribute {F _OID) of the foreign
objects relation (F _OBJECfS); 

(ii) auribute A is involved in the following referential 
integrity constraint: Ri [A] ~ F _OBJECfS[F _OlD]; !his 
referential integrity constraint is associated wilh a 

,, 



,. 

restricted insert-rule. either a cascades or nullifies 
delete-rule, and a cascatks update-rule. 

The referential integrity constraint above ensures that an 
OlD of a foreign ~bject appearing in a relation of a data
base r , appears in the foreign-objects relation associated 
with r. The delete-rule implies that once the OlD of a 
foreign object is deleted from the foreign-objects relation 
associated with a database r, the corresponding OIDs are 
either deleted or nullified in the re1alions of r. The 
update-rule implies that updates of OIDs in the foreign
objects relation associated with a database r are reflected 
in (i.e. propagated to) the relations of r. 

5. IMPLEMENTATION AsPECI'S 

In this section we examine briefly the main capabilities 
required for implementing the architecture presented in the 
previous two sections using a relational database manage
ment system (RDBMS). Such an implementation involves: 

1. converting primary-key values into a common for
mat; 

2. managing surrogate OIDs; 

3. accessing multiple (foreign) relational databases 
from a (local) relational database; 

4. accessing and manipulating metadata (system) rela
tions; 

5. enforcing inner and inter database, regular and vari
able foreign-relation, referential integrity constraints 
involving database and metadatabase relations. 

Commercially available RDBMSs provide some, but 
not all, of the capabilities listed above. Thus, all RDBMSs 
provide the conversion functions necessary for converting 
primary-key values into a common format, but only some 
RDBMSs have referential integrity mechanisms. Moreover, 
the referential integrity mechanisms provided by some 
RDBMSs are too restricted for enforcing the referential 
integrity constraints defined in section 4. We examine 
below the main aspects of implementing the architecture 
presented in this paper using two of the most powerful 
commercially available RDBMSs, namely Sybase 4.0 [16] 
and Ingres 6.3 [5]. 

Tile first four capabilities mentioned above are pro
vided to a certain extent by both Sybase and Ingres: 

I. both Sybase and lngres provide the necessary 
conversion functions; 

2. a mechanism for managing surrogate OIDs is pro
vided by Ingres (where such OIDs are called object 
keys), and can be implemented in Sybase using its 
trigger t mechanism; 
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3. Ingres provides mechanisms for accessing multiple 
(not necessarily Ingres) relational databases from an 
Ingres database; Sybase allows a local Sybase data
base to access other Sybase databases; 

4. metadata is stored in Sybase and Ingres in 
predefined system relations with a fixed ( unalter
able) structure and containing data that can be 
accessed but not updated; consequently, metadata
bases including local-objects and foreign-objects 
relations cannot be defined using these system rela
tions, but can be alternatively defined as regular 
Sybase or Ingres databases. 

The main implementation problem is caused by the 
enforcement of referential integrity constraints. Regular 
referential integrity constraints can be enforced using the 
trigger t mechanism in Sybase and the rule t mechanism 
in lngres (see [12] for details). These mechanisms cannot 
be used for enforcing variable foreign-relation referential 
integrity constraints because the SQL dialects used for 
specifying trigger and rule procedures do not allow the 
specification of variable (i.e. run-time) relation names. 
However, trigger and rule procedures can be used for 
enforcing multiple foreign-relation referential integrity 
constraints (called multi-target referential integrity con
straints in [3]), which provide an alternative way of asso
ciating foreign-keys with variable foreign-relations. 

A multiple foreign-relation referential integrity con
straint is a statement of the form R;[Y] ~ (Rj

1
[Kh], ... , 

Ri)Ki)J. where R;{X;), Ri
1
(Xi

1
), ••• , Ri,.(Xi) are 

relation-schemes, Y is a subset of X;, and for every k, 
1~5/n. Kit is the primary-key of Rh, and is compatible 

with Y. R, [Y] ~ (Rit[Ki
1
], ••• , Ri)Ki,.]} is satisfied iff 

for every tuple t of a relation r, associated with R; the 
following condition is satisfied: there exists a tuple t' in a 
relation ri• associated with Ri•• 1~5/n, such that 

t[Y] = t' [KiA]. 

It is straightforward to map variable foreign-relation 
referential integrity constraints into equivalent multiple 
foreign-relation referential integrity constraints. Consider, 
for example, the following variable foreign-relation 
referential integrity constraint specified in definition 4.3: 
F _OBJEcrs [F _OlD] ~ F _OBJEcrs [InRelation]. The 
equivalent multiple foreign-relation referential integrity 
constraint is F _OBJECTS [F _OlD] ~ {MOB l.L_OB.TECTS 
[L_OID], ... , MDBm.L_OBJECfS [L_OID)}. where the 

t Sybasc triggers and lngres rul.u are a special kind of ston::d pro
cedures that are activated (firuf) when a relation is affoct.cd by a data 
manipulation. These procedures arc specified using extended vcnions of 
SQL which include control-How statements in addition to sWtclard SQL 
sutements. 



multidatabase consists of databases DBic. 1st Sm. and 
MDBk.L_OBJECfS denotes the local~bjects relation asso
ciated with database DBk (and belonging to metadatabase 
MDBk}, 1SicSm. 

As mentioned above, triggu and rule procedures 
can be used for enforcing multiple foreign-relation 
referential integrity constraints. However, the enforcement 
of such constraints implies in general scanning multiple 
foreign-relations for finding a primary-key value matching 
a given foreign-key value, and therefore is inherently less 
efficient than the enforcement of variable foreign-relation 

· referential integrity constraints, where the foreign relation 
associated with a foreign-key value is known. 

6. SUMMARY 

We have described an architecture for identifying and 
referencing objects across databases of a relational multi
database, that preserves the autonomy of these databases. 
This architecture allows specifying equivalence relation
ships between objects represented in different databa.ses in 
a more general way than the equivalence dependencies 
proposed in [8], where two objects can be declared 
equivalent only if they share compatible aunoutes. 

We have briefly discussed several aspects of imple
menting this architecture using commercial RDBMSs. Only 
two RDBMS known to us, Sybase 4.0 and lngres 6.3, pro
vide mechanisms that allow such an implementation. 
However, limitations of the Sybase trigger and lngres nde 
mechanisms require replacing the variable foreign-relation 
referential integrity constraints involved in the proposed 
architecture with equivalent, but implying a less efficient 
enforcement, multiple foreign-relation referential integrity 
constraints. Finally. note that specifying Sybase trigger 
and lngres rule procedures is a complex, tedious, and 
error-prone process, and that these procedures are usually 
large and hard to maintain [12]. 
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